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(Above): Kosrae, with mangrove forests in the front and the famous Sleeping Lady mountain in the
background.
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ELDERS

(from top left) Srue Jonas (Utwe, Kosrae), Clanry Tilfas (Malem, Kosrae), Srue Paul (Utwe, Kosrae)
(bottom left) Ezekiel “Toto” Nena (Walung, Kosrae), Rebecca Joseph (Utwe, Kosrae), Susin Wakuk (Utwe,
Kosrae)

INTRODUCTION
Mangroves are very important to the people and the environment of Kosrae. The mangrove forests protect
the shoreline from waves, and filter water from the upland before the water flows into the ocean.
People use different types of mangrove trees for different purposes. For example, Suhkasrihk , Tuhi, and
Sral are best for firewood. Fulohfohl is excellent for building houses. Fahsuc is used to make thatch
roofing. And people gather Oi to make the outrigger parts of canoes. The mangrove forests also provide
habitat for clams, crabs, and fish.
We asked six elders to share their knowledge about the mangroves, how they use resources provided from
mangroves, and the changes that they are noticing.

How do you and others in your village use the mangroves?
Toto Nena: We use the trees for building and fixing houses, and also for firewood. We get food from the
mangrove forest too – fish, river eels, and mangrove crab.
Srue Paul: We use the mangrove wood for firewood, building homes, making handles for tools, and other
things.
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Srue Jonas: We collect crabs and mud fish from the mangroves
Rebecca Joseph: We collect clams. When breadfruits are fruiting, it’s time to catch clams. But more
people are harvesting, so there are less clams now than before.

(Left) Building a house with
mangrove trees

Have you noticed changes in the mangrove over time?
Clanry Tilfas: Yes, I’ve noticed changes in the mangrove area. Before, there were lots of fish, mangrove
crabs, and other resources. Now, it’s diminishing.
Rebecca Joseph: I’ve been seeing more young trees along the channel. They’re bent and not good for
firewood or building materials.
Srue Jonas: Yes, mainly deforestation (cutting trees). Less woodcutting would be good for the mangroves.
I’ve been noticing that people are cutting more. And when they cut trees, people sometimes leave
branches in the channel and it blocks the flow of water.
Toto Nena: People are cutting trees as a source of income. When you cut a tree, smaller ones fill in and
they’re not as good for wood or shade (habitat for crabs, clams, or fish).
Clanry Tilfas: I’ve also been noticing changes in the currents and waves, which affects the mangroves.
Coastal areas are full of mangrove trees. With changes in the current, the mud is full of sand and rocks.
There’s no good place for crabs or fish to live because it isn’t muddy anymore.
Srue Paul: I’ve been seeing big changes. The numbers of crabs have reduced dramatically. Before, I used
to go to a specific place and come back with a basket full of crabs. But I went two weeks ago and only
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caught one crab. Illegal activities that people are doing today, like throwing trash in the mangroves,
contributes to the changes too.

(Left) Deforested area in a
mangrove forest. What would
this area look like if fewer
mangrove trees were cut?

Is climate change affecting the mangroves?
Clanry Tilfas: Climate change is really affecting mangrove, especially the resources. Aside from human
activities, natural changes are also contributing. Natural resources and human activities are both
contributing to changes.
Susin Wakuk: Before, mangrove trees were in better condition with more trees and crabs. Everything was
inside the mangrove; it was intact. Now, it feels like the weather is warmer than before. And there are
fewer trees. Without trees, the water gets hot and crabs move into the channel where it’s cooler.

What can we do about changes in the mangroves?
Susin Wakuk: I’ve joined the reforestation efforts to replant the mangroves. It’s a good idea for others to
join too.
Rebecca Joseph: Gathering of clams is usually controlled by the family that owned the land. But more
people are harvesting now, so there is a need for law by the government.
Clanry Tilfas: We need more awareness. Our leaders need to work together with the community, talk to
older people about the changes they’re seeing. Right now, most of the changes are because of people. It’s
time for people to improve. Younger people, since they are more aggressing, will be the ones to make
positive change.
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CONCLUSION
Thank you to the elders for sharing their knowledge. Are your parents and grandparents noticing changes in
the mangroves too?
Like our elders shared, we need to care for the mangroves so that we can continue to enjoy the resources
that it provides for us. What will you do to protect your mangroves?
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APPENDIX: DIFFERENT MANGROVE TYPES IN KOSRAE
The following are the six major mangrove types in Kosrae:
Fahsuc (Nypa): Fahsuc tends to grow first in a deforested area. It is used for roof thatching, but it is not
good for building or firewood. Fahsuc is considered not as useful as the other types.
Sral (Bruguiera): People use Sral for firewood and building houses.
Suhkasrihk (Rhizophora): People also use Suhkasrihk for firewood and building houses, as well as making ax
handle. Suhkarihk provides a source of income for people in Kosrae.
Fulohfohl (Sonneratia): Like Sral and Suhkasrihk, Fulohfohl is used for firewood. It is also an excellent
source for building materials.
Tuhi (Xylocarpus): In addition to firewood and building houses, Tuhi is used to build tables and chairs.
Oi (Lumnitzera): In addition to firewood and building, Oi is used to build outrigger parts of the canoe.

What types of mangroves can be found on your island? Are they similar to or
different from the mangrove types in Kosrae?

(Left) A Fahsuc (Nypa)
mangrove forest
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